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Abstract 
For over a decade, SQL Injection Attack has been one of the top software security risk associated with 
web applications in Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) top ten list for Web-based 
application exploitation. These type of attacks take place on dynamic web applications as they interact 
with the databases for the various operations. A single intrusion into such type of web applications 
can lead to overall control of the website by an attacker. Researchers are aware of this type of attack 
and a number of Web Vulnerabilities Scanners have been proposed for its detection. In this paper, we 
present an analysis of existing open source popular Web Vulnerabilities Scanners which includes 
PAVS, RIPS and OWAPS ZAP. We carried out an experiment on empherical evaluation of these 
existing scanners, and from the result of our experiment we shall have the best tool freely available for 
performance comparison with newly proposed techniques for the detection of SQLIVs. RIPS 
outperformed the others having achieved a recall of 75.6 %, an accuracy of 82.6% with a 95% 
precision. 
 
Keywords: SQL Injection Vulnerabilities, Web Vulnerabilities Scanners, Web Applications, 
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Introduction 
The recent increase in the growth and use of the internet for a wide range of web-based 
applications has brought about the increasing popularity of web-based applications, 
Ogheneovo and Asagba, (2013). Web applications are a major source of information for 
business process critical for the survival of many organizations. For smooth operations of 
the organization that utilizes web applications, it is necessary that web applications operate 
at a reasonable level of security, Nadeem et al., (2017). Due to the complexities of web 
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technologies and varieties of risks, it is not an easy task to save web applications from 
intruders and threats. Unfortunately, a great number of web developers are unaware of the 
weaknesses of the security of their web application and this is normal as there are thousands 
of lines of code which makes it difficult for them to identify the loopholes, AbdulRahman, et 
al., (2017). 
 
With the popularity of web applications, there is also an increase in web application 
vulnerabilities. Nowadays, attackers use sophisticated tools or Botnets to automatically 
discover vulnerable web pages from search engines like Googleand launch mass injection 
attacks from distributed sources, Kar, Suvasini, and Srikanth, (2015). The amount of known 
web vulnerabilities is increasing radically. Up to date security reports shows that web-based 
systems suffer nearly 26 attacks per minute, Huang, et al., (2017). Among various security 
threats against web applications, SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) has been predominantly 
used for nearly 15 years, Nagpal, et al., (2017). 
 
The SQLIA is top-ranked within threatening web services security risk in 2013 according to 
data released by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP). According to Trust 
Wave 2012 Global Security report, SQL injection was the number one attack method for four 
consecutive years. Under such circumstances, a variety of methods have been proposed by 
researchers to detect SQLIA which include; static analysis, dynamic analysis, combined 
static and dynamic vulnerability analysis, machine learning and taint tracking methods, Wu, 
et al., (2017). 
 
SQLIA is a simple and well-understood technique of inserting an SQL query segment 
usually through GET or POST parameters submitted to a web application. It occurs when 
untrusted user input data is used to construct dynamic SQL queries without proper 
validation. By using SQL injection, the attacker could gain unauthorized access to the web 
application that is linked with an organizations database and would be able to modify, 
update or steal the critically important information in the database. 
 
There are a lot of significant researches that have been conducted to study SQL injection 
vulnerabilities (SQLIVs), and a number of models/techniques have been proposed to 
prevent this type of attack. However, not a single model/technique can ensure an adequate 
level of security to protect the web application AbdulRahman, et al., (2017), which may be 
because of its diversity and large scope. To understand the evolving risks, there is a need to 
understand the modern security risks, understand the limitation of traditional security 
systems and to develop intelligentsecure system. While an SQL injection is easy to prevent 
with the help of web vulnerability scanners that exist on the market, most of the scanners 
have the possibility to produce false negative and false positive results. In this paper, we 
present a comparative analysis of existing popular open source web vulnerabilities scanners 
and evaluate them based on recall, accuracy, andprecision. To best of our knowledge no 
study has conducted a comparative analysis on this open source scanners, as such 
researchers could be guided on the best tool to use for evaluation of newly proposed 
techniques for detection of SQLIVs. 
 
 
Existing Techniques for Detection of SQLIVS 
Several tools and techniques have been proposed by different researchers for detection of 
SQLIVs in web applications, and we were able to cast our view on a handful of literature. 
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These proposed solutions use different analysis approaches most of which are based on 
static analysis, dynamic analysis, and combined static and dynamic analysis methods. 
 
Static Analysis Techniques 
JOACOtool was proposed by Thomé, et al., (2020), for detecting injection 
vulnerabilitiesthrough Security Slicing and Hybrid Constraint Solving. Joan Audit, Thomé, 
et al., (2017), a static analysis tool for auditing web applications and web services for 
common injection vulnerabilities, thetool automatically identifies parts of the program code 
that are relevant for security and generates an HTML report to guide security auditors audit 
the source code in a scalable way. ANDROMEDA, an analysis tool that computes data-flow 
propagations on demand, in an efficient and accurate manner, and additionally features 
incremental analysis capabilities. The technique uses a security-analysis algorithm featuring 
local, demand-driven tracking of vulnerable information flowssuch as XSS, SQL injection 
and log forging, Tripp, et al., (2013). Abdelhamid, et al., (2014), proposed a technique on 
improving WAFs to detect advanced SQL injection attacks. The technique is a hybrid 
Injection Prevention System (HIPS) which uses both a machine learning classifier and a 
pattern matching inspection engine based on reduced sets of security rules. 
 
Dynamic Analysis Techniques 
Nadeem et al.,, (2017) proposed a knowledge base modelwhich is composed of a Dynamic 
Analyzer and Tester; it works as in when a user makes a request for a page and that request 
is received, the analyzer is to check that the request is for pages without vulnerabilities and 
then the Tester would generate the possible expected response from the user and user 
request would be served. AbdulRahman, et al., (2017), proposed a techniquecalled SDR 
(Scan-Detect-Report) to scan and detection SQLIVs on the web environment based on Boyer-
Moore string matching algorithm. Sunkari, (2016) proposed a new novel, extremely 
automated method made of Identifying dependable data options and tagging data coming 
from these options as dependable, using dynamic tainting he is able to track dependable 
data at runtime for detecting and blocking SQL injection attacks in Web applications. Kar, 
Suvasini, and Srikanth, (2016) proposed SQLiGoT a novel approach to detect SQLIV by 
modeling SQL queries as graph of tokens and using the centrality measure of nodes to train 
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Kar, Khushboo, Ajit and Suvasini (2016), 
proposed a techniqueto detect SQL injection attack in real time using improved query 
normalization and atwin Hidden Markov Model (HMM) ensemble. CRAXweb was 
implemented as an automatic exploit generator for web security issues on real-world web 
applications, including cross-sitescripting and SQL injection attacks, Huang, et al., (2013). 
 
Combined Static and Dynamic Analysis Techniques 
Zhu, et al., (2018), proposed a technique based on Aho-Corasick (AC) multi-pattern 
matching algorithm combined with static analysis and dynamic tectonic attack mode to 
detect and prevent SQL injection attacks effectively.Amnesia is atechnique that works by 
combining static and dynamic part for detecting web application vulnerabilities at the 
runtime, Sharma, et al., (2017). Nashaat, et al., (2017), proposed a static analysis tool 
(OOPixy), that detects vulnerabilities in PHP applications. The tool was able to report 
various types of security vulnerabilities based on inter-procedural data flow analysis to 
track the values of variables and dynamically analyze data structures. Medeiros, Nuno & 
Miguel, (2014), proposed a hybrid approach for detecting and correcting vulnerabilities in 
web applications, which is composed of taint analyzer and supervised machine learning. 
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Methodology 
This section explains the methodology followed to conduct this empirical study, starting 
with experimental subjects used for an experiment for the evaluation of selected web 
vulnerabilities scanners. 
 
Experimental subjects 
The datasets (subject applications) used to conduct the experiment are some selected pages 
from five of the most frequently used datasets that are open source, and these include; 
SchoolMate 1.5.4, FaqForge 1.3.2, Classifieds 2.0, Bookstore-v02c and Forum_152. These 
datasets were chosen due to theircompatibility with our experimental setup andtheir 
availability online at the time of this research. Table 1 presents the experimental subjects 
used for the experiment. 
 
Table 1: Experimental Subjects 
Subject Applications Pages Description 

SchoolMate 1.5.4 viewGrades.php It is a free software application meant for course 
management. The application runs on all major 
operating systems. 

visualizeRegistration.php 

visualizeClasses.php 

FaqForge 1.3.2 index.php A web-based document creation & management tool. It 
is a simple application to manage FAQs and can be 
used to create manuals, guides, etc. adminLogin.php 

adminLogOut.php 

Bookstore-v02c bookstore.php A web application for the management of book sales for 
an online bookstore. bookstore_admin.php 

bookstore_install.php 

Forum_152 index.php An online discussion Forum with frames-based layout, 
Reply-to-user, e-mail notification, and user 
promotion/demotion and full admin tools. 

admin_viewlog.php 

lpost.php 

Classifieds 2.0 profiles.php A web application for publishing different types of 
classified advertisements on a website, possibly 
multilingual 

ajax_getPreview.php 

reviews.php 

 

 
WVSs used for Experiment 
The selected web vulnerabilities scanners that were used for conducting the experiments are 
discussed as follows; 
1. PAVS (PHP Application Vulnerability Scanner): PAVS is a static source code analyser tool 
for scanning vulnerabilities in PHP web applications. PAVS also identify the loopholes in 
PHP configuration file settings. Attacks addressed by PAVS include Cross-site Scripting, 
SQL Injection, File Manipulation, File Inclusion, Command Execution, and Code Evaluation 
related vulnerabilities in PHP based web applicationsC-DAC, (2015). 
 
2. RIPS-0.55 (Re-Inforce PHP Security): RIPS is a static code analysis software for the 
automated detection of security vulnerabilities in PHP applications. It is the most popular 
static code analysis tool to automatically detect vulnerabilities in PHP applications. RIPS is 
able to transform PHP source code into a program model and to detect sensitive sinks 
(potentially vulnerable functions) that can be tainted by user input (influenced by a 
malicious user) during the program flow (Dahse, n.d.). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_code_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
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3. OWASP ZAP 2.7.0 (Zed Attack Proxy): ZAP is a free open-source penetration testing tool 
being maintained under the umbrella of the Open Web Application Security Project 
(OWASP). ZAP is designed specifically for testing web applications and is both flexible and 
extensible.At its core, ZAP is what is known as a “man-in-the-middle proxy. It can be used 
as a stand-alone application, and as a daemon process (OWASP, n.d.) 
 
Experimental Design 
The experimental setup consisted of WAMPSERVER 2.4 with Apache 2.4.4, PHP 5.4.16 and 
MySQL 5.6.12, on an Intel Pentium PC. Three files were selected from each of the subject 
applications and submitted to a group of experts to detect SQLIVs. The result of the work of 
these experts forms a basis for verifying the accuracy of the tools used for the experiment. 
The same pages that were scanned by experts for each subject (dataset) were also scanned 
using the selected web vulnerability scanners (PAVS, RIPS and OWASP ZAP) to detect the 
vulnerabilities in the subjects. However, the result presented by each tool will be compared 
to the result presented by experts so as to verify false positives and false negatives. 
 
Evaluation Metrics 
The WVSs that we compared were evaluated based on recall, accuracy, and precision. 
Hence, we discuss these evaluation metrics and present the formulae for computing them. 
We made use of the following abbreviations; 

i. True Positives (TP): The number of actual attacks that are correctly classified as 
attacks; 

ii. False Positives (FP): The number of legitimate statements that are incorrectly 
classified as attacks; 

iii. True Negatives (TN): The number of legitimate statements that are correctly 
classified as safe; 

iv. False Negatives (FN): The number of actual attacks that are incorrectly classified as 
safe; 

Recall (R): is defined as the ratio of the correctly detected attacks (TP) over the total actual 
attacks (which is the sum of the reported (TP), and the FN that were not detected). It 
measures how good a technique is in finding actual vulnerabilities Gupta & Agrawal, (2020). 
Mathematically, 

    
       ⁄       (i) 

Precision (P): is defined as the ratio of the correctly detected attacks (TP), over the number 
of reported errors (which includes the reported TP and FP). It measures the actual 
vulnerabilities that are correctly predicted Gupta & Agrawal, (2020). Mathematically, 

    
       ⁄       (ii) 

Accuracy (A): is defined as the correctness of a technique to detect vulnerabilities 
successfully. It measures the total number of instances well classified Gupta & Agrawal, 
(2020). Mathematically, 

  
       

             ⁄    (iii) 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Results 
The result of the experiment is presented in Table 2, including the results of experts and that 
of the tools. 
 
Table 2: Results Obtained from Experiment 
Subject 
Applications 

Pages Expert 
Detection 
(TP) 

PAVS RIPS ZAP 

TP FP FN TP FP FN TP FP FN 

SchoolMate 1.5.4 viewGrades.php 4 2 1 3 3 0 1 1 0 3 

visualizeRegistratio
n.php 

2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 

visualizeClasses.php 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

FaqForge 1.3.2 index.php 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

adminLogin.php 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

adminLogOut.php 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Bookstore-v02c bookstore.php 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 

bookstore_admin.ph
p 

9 8 1 2 9 0 0 5 0 4 

bookstore_install.ph
p 

1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Forum_152 index.php 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 

admin_viewlog.php 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 2 1 2 

lpost.php 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 

Classifieds 2.0 wproduct.php 6 6 1 1 7 2 1 2 0 4 

ajax_getPreview.ph
p 

3 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 

reviews.php 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 

TOTAL  37 31 4 10 34 2 5 14 2 25 

 
The tools were evaluated based on recall, precision, and accuracy. Hence, we calculated 
these performance metrics from the results of Table 2. Table 3, presents a summary of the 
performance of the tools. 
 
Table 3: Performance Metrics Result 
Performance Metric Expert Detection PAVS RIPS ZAP 

Recall (%) 100 75.6 87.2 35.9 

Accuracy (%) 100 65.4 82.6 30.4 

Precision (%) 100 87.1 95.0 87.5 

 

Discussion 
From the results presented in Table 2, experts were able to detect a total of 37 vulnerabilities 
from the sample datasets, and they are the true positive (TP) results. The same sample 
datasets were statically scanned by the tools and the result presented by each tool was 
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compared to that of the expert detection from which we get to know whether a vulnerability 
was correctly detected or flagged as false positive or false negative. PAVS was able to detect 
31 vulnerabilities with 4 false positives and 10 false negatives; while RIPS was able to detect 
34 vulnerabilities with 2 false positives and 5 false negatives; and ZAP detected 14 
vulnerabilities with 2 false positives and 25 false negatives. The results presented by Table 3 
is described in Figure 1, showing a chart for recall, while Figure 2, is showing a chart for the 
accuracy, and figure 3, is showing a chart for the precision of the selected WVSs. 
 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of Recall of WVSs 

 
As observed in Figure 1, RIPS is the tool with the highest percentage of recall, which was 
due to a high number of true positive and lower false negatives results. PAVS achieved a 
recall of 75.6 %, which was due to a more false negative result than that of RIPS, while ZAP 
was poor in terms of recall which was due to very low true positive and very high false 
negatives. 
 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of Accuracy of WVSs 

 
As observed from figure 1, RIPS has the best accuracy with 82.6%,which is as a result of high 
number of true positives and less false positive that was only detected on the profiles.php 
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page of the classified dataset, PAVS achieved an accuracy of 65.4% then ZAP which is least 
achieving an accuracy of 30.4%,which was as a result of a few TP and very high FP result. 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of Precision for Selected WVSs 
 
RIPS has the best precision having achieved 95%, followed by ZAP with 87.5% precision and 
then PAVS having a precision of 87.1%. Hence, we conclude that RIPS is more accurate and 
precise compared to PAVS and ZAP WVSs. 
 
Conclusion 
This research work has carried out a comparative analysis of three existing popular open 
source web vulnerabilities scanners. Among the three tools compared, RIPS outperformed 
PAVS and OWASP ZAP tools in terms of recall, accuracy, and precision, having achieved a 
recall rate of 87.2%, an accuracy of 82.6% and a precision of 95%, thus, we recommend RIPS 
for performance comparison with newly proposed solutions for detection of SQLIVs. 
In the future, we will include state of the art proprietary web vulnerabilities scanners to the 
open source tools used in this study, so that we can have a better result on which tools 
researcher could be guided as to use for comparing newly proposed techniques for detection 
of SQLIVs. 
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